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A set of coupled time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations ~TDGL! for superconductors of mixed d- and
s-wave symmetry are derived microscopically from the Gor’kov equations by using the analytical continuation
technique. The scattering effects due to impurities with both nonmagnetic and magnetic interactions are
considered. We find that the d- and s-wave components of the order parameter can have very different
relaxation times in the presence of nonmagnetic impurities. This result is contrary to a set of phenomenologi-
cally proposed TDGL equations and thus may lead to new physics in the dynamics of flux motion.
@S0163-1829~98!02946-4#I. INTRODUCTION
There is growing experimental evidence to suggest that
high-Tc superconductors have a dominant dx22y2-wave pair-
ing symmetry.1 Based on symmetry considerations, Volovik2
argued that an s-wave component of the order parameter
should be generated near the core region of a vortex in a
d-wave superconductor. This conclusion was later confirmed
by a numerical calculation3 and by studying a set of micro-
scopically derived two-component Ginzburg-Landau ~GL!
equations.4
In view of the enormous success of the GL theory for
describing the equilibrium properties of superconductors
near Tc , it is natural to generalize it to time-dependent situ-
ations. This generalization has become particularly desirable,
since a set of phenomenological time-dependent Ginzburg-
Landau ~TDGL! equations for coupled s- and d-wave super-
conducting order parameters has been recently proposed,5
and used to investigate the dynamics of vortices in high-Tc
superconductors. One would very much like to know how
valid is such an approach.
It is well known, however, that TDGL equations are not
as universal in form as the time-independent variety, but can
be dependent strongly on whether the system is gapful or
gapless, and in the later case, whether a strong or weak gap-
lessness condition is assumed. The simplest set of TDGL
equations for conventional s-wave superconductors was pro-
posed phenomenologically by Schmid,6 and subsequently de-
rived microscopically by Gor’kov and E´ liashberg7 under the
assumption of a strong gaplessness condition ~i.e., tsTc!1,
where ts is the spin-flip lifetime and Tc is the transition
temperature!. This set of equations has been used in the past
to study the vortex dynamics in conventional
superconductors.8 E´ liashberg9 has later derived a more com-
plex set of TDGL equations for low-Tc s-wave supercon-
ductors assuming only the weak gaplessness condition @i.e.,
tsD0!1, where D0(T) is the equilibrium value of the
(s-wave! order parameter in the absence of fields#. It has
been used to study flux-flow resistivity10 and the transport
entropy of vortices.11 Even more complex sets of TDGLPRB 580163-1829/98/58~22!/15020~15!/$15.00equations have been derived subsequently assuming only the
dirty-limit condition (t1Tc!1, where t1 is the total scatter-
ing lifetime! and (12T/Tc)!1,12 so the system need no
longer be gapless. However, this set of equations is so com-
plex that it has not yet been extensively used.
In this work, we shall derive microscopically a set of
coupled TDGL equations for superconductors with mixed d-
and s-wave pairing symmetry based on the approach of
Gor’kov and E´ liashberg7,9 in the presence of impurities with
both spin-flip and non-spin-flip interactions and assuming
only weak gaplessness conditions for both waves ~i.e.,
t1Dd0!1, and tsDs0!1.) The primary objective of this deri-
vation is to establish a reasonably reliable set of equations
governing the dynamics of coupled d- and s-wave order pa-
rameters which are hopefully valid for describing the dy-
namic properties of high-Tc superconductors.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II, the
TDGL equations for the order parameters are derived. The
expressions for current and charge density are presented in
Sec. III. Finally, discussions and summary are given in Sec.
IV.
II. TIME-DEPENDENT GINZBURG-LANDAU EQUATIONS
FOR THE ORDER PARAMETERS
We begin with the Gor’kov equations:13
F2 ]]t 2h~xt!GGab~xt ,x8t8!2Uag~x!Ggb~xt ,x8t8!
1E dx9Dag~xt01,x9t!Fgb† ~x9t ,x8t8!
5d~x2x8!d~t2t8!dab , ~2.1a!
F ]]t 2h*~xt!GFab† ~xt ,x8t8!2Uga~x!Fgb† ~xt ,x8t8!
2E dx9Dag† ~xt01,x9t!Ggb~x9t ,x8t8!50. ~2.1b!15 020 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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ces. In these equations,
h~xt!5
@p1eA~xt!#2
2m 2ew~xt!2m ~2.2!
is the single-electron (2e) Hamiltonian with A(xt), w(xt),
and m denoting the vector, scalar, and chemical potentials.
~We have assumed \5c51.) By assuming zero-range inter-
actions between electrons and impurities, the impurity scat-
tering potential can be written as
Uab~x!5(
iPI
FU1dab1U2S Sisab2 D Gd~x2Ri!, ~2.3!
where I denotes the set of impurity sites, s is made of the
Pauli spin matrices, Si is the spin carried by an impurity at
Ri . U1 and U2 are the non-spin-flip and spin-flip interaction
strengths, respectively. By definition, the order parameter in
real coordinate and imaginary time space is
Dab* ~xt ,x8t!5V~x2x8!Fab
† ~xt01,x8t!, ~2.4!
where 2V(x2x8) is the effective pairing interaction be-
tween electrons. Because of the spatial and temporal nonuni-
formity, the Green function Gab(xt ,x8t8) and
Fab
† (xt ,x8t8) are not the functions of coordinate and time
differences. When expressed in the imaginary frequency
space after the Fourier transform, they depend on two fre-
quency variables. For the spatial coordinate dependence, as
treated in the static case,4 we express these two functions in
terms of the center-of-mass coordinate R5(x1x8)/2 and the
relative momentum after a Fourier transform with respect to
the relative coordinate r5x2x8. Thus Eq. ~2.4! can be re-
written as
Dab* ~R,k;v!5T(
e
E dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!Fab
† ~R,k8;e ,e2v!,
~2.5!
where k is the relative momentum, v52inpT and
e5i(2n811)pT with integers n and n8, 2V(k2k8) is the
pairing interaction in the momentum space, F†(R,k;e ,e8) is
the Fourier transform of F†(xt ,x8t8). To relate to high-Tc
superconductors, we have assumed that the system under
consideration is two dimensional. For the spin-singlet pair-
ing, the order parameter is given in the spin space as Dab*
5D*gab , where
gab5S 0 121 0 D
ab
. ~2.6!
To obtain the TDGL equations for superconductors of a
mixed d- and s-wave symmetry, we make the following an-
satz for the pairing interaction and the order parameter:
V~k2k8!5Vs1Vd~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!~kˆ x8
22kˆ y8
2!, ~2.7!
D*~R,k;v!5Ds*~R;v!1Dd*~R;v!~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!, ~2.8!
where Vd and Vs are positive so that both the d- and s-
channel interactions are attractive. The d-channel attractive
interaction could originate from the antiferromagnetic spinfluctuation, whereas the s-channel attractive interaction
might arise from phonon mediation.
Introducing the Green function G˜ 0 of the normal metal,
which satisfies the equation
F2 ]]t 2h~xt!GG˜ ab0 ~xt ,x8t8!2Uag~x!G˜ gb0 ~xt ,x8t8!
5d~x2x8!d~t2t8!dab , ~2.9!
Eq. ~2.1! may be converted to a set of coupled integral equa-
tions:
Gab~xt ,x8t8!5G˜ ab
0 ~xt ,x8t8!
2E dx1dx2dt1G˜ am0 ~xt ,x1t1!
3Dmn~x1t1 ,x2t1!Fnb
† ~x2t1 ,x8t8!,
~2.10!
Fab
† ~xt ,x8t8!5E dx1dx2dt1G˜ ma0 ~x1t1 ,xt!
3Dmn* ~x1t1 ,x2t1!Gnb~x2t1 ,x8t8!.
~2.11!
Also note that the normal-state Green function can in turn be
written as an integral equation
G˜ ab
0 ~xt ,x8t8!5Gab
0 ~xt ,x8t8!1E dx9dt9Gag0 ~xt ,x9t9!
3FeA~x9t9!px9
m
2ew~x9t9!G
3G˜ gb
0 ~x9t9,x8t8!, ~2.12!
with G0 as the normal-state single-particle Green function in
the absence of the electromagnetic field but including the
effect due to impurity scatterings. To write down the above
integral equation, the squared term of the vector potential has
been neglected and the Coulomb gauge is chosen.
A. Analytical continuation
To incorporate the time dependence of physical quanti-
ties, we use the analytical continuation technique discussed
in Refs. 7,9 to transform imaginary frequencies into real fre-
quencies. The procedure is as follows: ~i! In Eq. ~2.5!, each
term of the summation over the imaginary frequency e can
be regarded as the residue of an integral along the contour
around the point z5e so that we have the transformation
T ( e!1/4pirCdz tanh z/2T . Associated with this transfor-
mation, all involved e are replaced with z. For example,
T(
e
G0~2e!G0~e2v8!
5
1
4pi RC dz tanh
z
2T G
0~2z !G0~z2v8!,
~2.13!
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simplicity. ~ii! Deform the contour integral around z into the
straight line integrals along z5e6i01, z5e1v8
6i01, . . . , where eP(2` ,`) is the real integral variable
and 01 is infinitesimal. So far, v8, . . . are still the imagi-
nary frequency 2npiT and we take n>0 since we will per-
form the analytical continuation from the upper half-plane.
As a consequence, each Green function G0(z) with the en-
ergy variable coincident with this line is decomposed into
G0(R)(e)2G0(A)(e), where G0(R ,A) are the retarded and ad-
vanced Green functions, respectively. The minus sign before
G0(A) comes from changing the direction of integration. The
other Green functions are mapped to the retarded or ad-
vanced Green function depending on their energy variable.
Then Eq. ~2.13! becomes
1
4piE2`
`
de tanh
e
2T $@G
0~R !~2e!2G0~A !~2e!#
3G0~A !~e2v8!1G0~R !@2~e1v8!#
3@G0~R !~e !2G0~A !~e !#%. ~2.14!
~iii! Since all v8, . . . , lie in the upper half-plane, the Fourier
transform of the expansions ~2.10! and ~2.11! are analytical
in each of these variables. Therefore, we can implement the
analytical continuation by simply replacing all v i with v i1i01. Simultaneously the discrete summation T(v8 is re-
placed by a continuous integral (2p)21*dv8 and the Kro-
necker delta T21dv ,v8 by the Dirac delta (2p)d(v2v8).
Finally, we get
1
4piE2`
`
deF2tanh e2T G0~A !~2e!G0~A !~e2v8!
1tanh
e2v8
2T G
0~R !~2e!G0~R !~e2v8!G
1
1
4piE2`
`
deG0~R !~2e!F tanh e2T 2tanhe2v82T G
3G0~A !~e2v8!. ~2.15!
The first two terms consist of the only advanced and the only
retarded Green functions ~Following Ref. 7, we shall refer to
them as the normal part!. The remaining part has those terms
involving the product of retarded and advanced Green func-
tions, in which a change from a retarded to an advanced
Green function occurs in only one place. ~We shall refer to
them as the anomalous parts.! After obtaining the results in
terms of real frequency, we can perform the inverse Fourier
transform to represent them in a real time.
Using these rules, we can obtain the following expression:T(
e
F†~e ,e2v!! 14piE de tanh e2T @F†~R !~e1v ,e!2F†~A !~e ,e2v!#2 14piE deE de1$@G1~R !~e ,e1!Dv8*
3G2~A !~e12v8,e2v!1F†~R !~e ,e1!Dv8F
~A !~e12v8,e2v!#1@G1~R !~e ,e1!F ~A !~e12v8,e2v!
1F†~R !~e ,e1!G2~A !~e12v8,e2v!#@eAv8p/m2ewv8#%F tanh e12T 2tanhe12v82T G , ~2.16!
where, G2(R ,A) and F†(R ,A) are formally defined by
G2~p,p2k;e ,e2v!5G02~p;e!1G02~p;e!Dv8~k8!G
02~p2k8;e2v8!Dv9* ~k9!G
02~p2k82k9;e2v82v9!1 ,
~2.17!
and
F†~p,p2k;e ,e2v!52$G01~p;e!Dv8* ~k8!G
02~p2k8;e2v8!1%, ~2.18!
in which the substitution e!e6i01 for the retarded ~advanced! Green function should be made. Here G06(p;e)5@e
6jp#
21 and all v i are real. The functions G1 and F are obtained from G2 and F† by changing the sign of j in G06. Note
that G1 and F are introduced only for simplicity of notation.
B. Normal part
The normal part of D* can be written as
Dab*
,N~R,k;v!5E dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!FT (
en>0
Fab
†~R !~R,k8;en1v ,en!1T (
en<0
Fab
†~A !~R,k8;en ,en2v!G . ~2.19!
The evaluation of the normal part can be done by expanding the expressions in powers of the order parameter. We write for
F†(R ,A) and G (R ,A) up to terms of the third and second order in D , respectively, so that
Fab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!5FI1,ab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!1FI2,ab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!1FII ,ab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!, ~2.20!
where
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†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!5E dx1dx2Gma0~R ,A !~x1 ,x;2e!e2ieAv8~x1!~x12x!Dmn* ~x1 ,x2 ;v9!Gnb0~R ,A !~x2 ,x8;e2v!e2ieAv-~x2!~x22x8!,
~2.21!
FI2,ab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!5E dx1dx2dx3Gma0~R ,A !~x1 ,x;2e!Dmn* ~x1 ,x2 ;v8!Gnr0~R ,A !~x2 ,x3 ;e2v8!@2ewv9~x3!#
3Grb
0~R ,A !~x3 ,x8;e2v!1E dx1dx2dx3Gmr0~R ,A !@x1 ,x3 ;2~e2v8!#@2ewv8~x3!#
3Gra
0~R ,A !~x3 ,x;2e!Dmn* ~x1 ,x2 ;v9!Gnb
0~R ,A !~x2 ,x8;e2v!, ~2.22!
FII ,ab
†~R ,A !~x,x8;e ,e2v!52E dx1dx2dx3dx4dx5dx6Gma0~R ,A !~x1 ,x;2e!Dmn* ~x1 ,x2 ;v8!Gnl0~R ,A !~x2 ,x3 ;e2v8!
3Dls~x3 ,x4 ;v9!Grs
0~R ,A !@x5 ,x4 ;2~e2v82v9!#Drt* ~x5 ,x6 ;v-!Gtb
0~R ,A !~x6 ,x8;e2v!.
~2.23!Here the summation over the imaginary frequency v i with
the constraint ( iv i5v is implied. To write down the above
expression for F†(R ,A), we have expanded G˜ 0 to the first
order in the scalar potential 2ew , and separate this expan-
sion term out explicitly. As far as the dependence of G˜ 0 on
the magnetic field is concerned, the quasiclassical phase ap-
proximation can be used to write it in the form
G0(x,x8;e)exp@2ieAv(x2x8)# . Accordingly, the gap
function can also be written as a sum of three parts
Dab*
,N~R,k;v!5D I1,ab*
,N ~R,k;v!1D I2,ab*
,N ~R,k;v!
1D II ,ab*
,N ~R,k;v!. ~2.24!
The remaining task involves the evaluation of the average
over an ensemble of randomly distributed configurations. As
an approximation, D* is regarded as very nearly independent
of impurity configurations. We assume that impurities den-
sity ni are randomly distributed and their spins are arbitrarily
oriented so that there is no correlation among them.14 Using
the Born approximation, we can show that the impurity-
averaged zero-field normal-state Green function takes the
following form:
^Gab
0 ~x,x8;en!&5
1
~2p!2E dkeik~x2x8! dabienh12jk ,
~2.25!
where ^& denotes the average over the impurity configu-
ration, jk5k2/2m2m is the kinetic energy, and h151
1(2t1uenu)21 with the scattering time t1 given by
1
t1
52pniN~0 !F uU1u21 14 S~S11 !uU2u2G . ~2.26!
Here ni is the impurity density and N(0) is the density of
states at the Fermi surface per spin. The evaluation of theproduct of Green functions can be conveniently performed
based on the diagrammatic rule.15,16 If there are two Green
functions connected by an s-wave order parameter or s-
channel two-body interaction, these two Green functions
might be called directly connected and we should attach a
vertex renormalization factor:
h~R ,A !~e !5@12a ~R ,A !~0 !#21'
e6i/2t1
e6i/ts
7
iv/t2
~2e62i/ts!2
,
~2.27!
where
a ~R !~0 !5
1
2pN~0 !t2
E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !@p,2~e2iv!#
3G0~R !~p,e!, ~2.28!
and
a ~A !~0 !5
1
2pN~0 !t2
E dp
~2p!2
G0~A !~p,2e!
3G0~A !~p,e1iv!. ~2.29!
Here
1
t2
52pniN~0 !F uU1u22 14 S~S11 !uU2u2G , ~2.30!
and the spin-flip scattering rate is defined as 2ts
215t1
21
2t2
21
. If the two Green functions are connected by a d-
wave order parameter or d-channel two-body interaction,
they might be called not directly connected and we have
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than two Green functions, an impurity line can also appear
across the box of a diagram. Because of their zero contribu-
tion, diagrams with more than one impurity line across
the box should not be included. This impurity averaging
technique was used by Abrikosov and Gorkov14 for conven-
tional s-wave superconductors. Recent experimental mea-
surements by Bernhard et al.17 on various types of
YBa2(Cu12xZnx)3O72d samples have shown that the depres-
sion of Tc by Zn doping can be fitted well with theAbrikosov-Gorkov theory applied to the d-wave supercon-
ductivity.
Now we give a derivation for the gap function from
T(en>0F
†(R)(en1v ,en). The contribution from
T(en<0F
†(R)(en ,en2v) can be obtained by merely chang-
ing all explicit i to 2i and v to 2v , which gives the same
result. In addition, one can easily see that D I2,ab*
,N (R,k;v)
50, since the contribution from the two terms given by Eq.
~2.22! cancelled with each other. Therefore, we obtainD I1,ab*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!E dre2ik8rE E dR8dr8K Gla0~R !S R81 r82 ,R1 r2 ;2~en1v! D
3glmGmb
0~R !S R82 r82 ,R2 r2 ;enD L ei~R82R!PE dk9~2p!2 eik9r8Dv*~R,k9!, ~2.31!
and
D II ,ab*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!E dre2ik8rE dR8dr8dR1dr1dR2dr2K Gla0~R !S R81 r82 ,R1 r2 ,2enD
3glmGmn
0~R !S R82 r82 ,R11 r12 ,enD gnrGkr0~R !S R21 r22 ,R12 r12 ,2enD gksGsb0~R !S R22 r22 ,R2 r2 ,enD L
3E dk9dk1dk2
~2p!6
Dv8
* ~R,k8!Dv9~R,k1!Dv-* ~R,k2!e
i~k9r81k1r11k1r2!
. ~2.32!
Here P52i¹R22eAv8(R) and we have assumed the slow variation of the vector potential.
Since Gab
0 5G0dab is diagonal in the spin space, we can express D I1,ab*
,N(R)5D I1*
,N(R)gab with
D I1*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5D I1c*
,N~R !~R,k;v!1D I1g*
,N~R !~R,k;v!, ~2.33!
where
D I1c*
,N~R !~R,k!5T (
en>0
E dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!E dre2ik8rE E dR8dr8K Gla0~R !S R81 r82 ,R1 r2 ;2~en1v! D
3glmGmb
0~R !S R82 r82 ,R2 r2 ;enD L E dk9~2p!2 eik9r8Dv*~R,k9!, ~2.34!
and
D Ig* ~R,k!52
1
2T (en>0 E
dk8
~2p!2
V~k2k8!E dre2ik8rE E dR8dr8K Gla0~R !S R81 r82 ,R1 r2 ;2~en1v! D
3glmGmb
0~R !S R82 r82 ,R2 r2 ;enD L @~R82R!P#2E dk9~2p!2 eik9r8Dv*~R,k9!, ~2.35!
Similarly, D II ,ab*
,N(R)5D II*
,N(R)gab .
Using the diagrammatic rule mentioned above, we calculate D Ic*
,N(R)
, which in general has four terms for the mixed s- and
d-wave superconductors, D Ic*
,N(R)5( i51
4 D Ic ,i*
,N(R)
. It is easy to show that
D Ic ,1*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dp
~2p!2
h~R !VsG0~R !~2p;2~en1v!!G0~R !~p;en!Ds*~R,v!
5
VsN~0 !
2 H F ln2egvDpT 1cS 12 D2cS 12 1 rs2 D G1 iv4pT c8S 12 1 rs2 D J Ds*~R,v!, ~2.36a!
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,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dp
~2p!2
h~R !VsG0~R !@2p;2~en1v!#G0~R !~p;en!Dd*~R,v!~pˆ x
22pˆ y
2!50, ~2.36b!
D Ic ,3*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dp
~2p!2
h~R !Vd~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!~pˆ x
22pˆ y
2!G0~R !@2p;2~en1v!#G0~R !~p;en!Ds*~R,v!50, ~2.36c!
D Ic ,4*
,N~R !~R,k;v!5T (
en>0
E dp
~2p!2
Vd~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!~pˆ x
22pˆ y
2!G0~R !@2p;2~en1v!#G0~R !~p;en!Dd*~R,v!~pˆ x
22pˆ y
2!
5
VdN~0 !
4 H F ln2egvDpT 1cS 12 D2cS 12 1 r12 D G1 iv4pT c8S 12 1 r12 D J Dd*~R,v!~kˆ x22kˆ y2!, ~2.36d!
where g is the Euler constant, v0 is the cutoff frequency, rs51/pTts , r151/2pt1 , c8(x) is the derivative of the
digamma function c(x).
As for the results of D Ig*
,N(R)5( i51
4 D Ig ,i*
,N(R) and D II*
,N(R)5( i51
16 D II ,i*
,N(R)
, the second term in Eq. ~2.27! can be dropped since
it gives a very small higher-order correction due to the fact that the gap function usually has a temporal variation over a time
scale very long compared to the range of the Green function, that is, vt1!1. Therefore, the details to evaluate them are the
same as the static case.15,16 Here we just give the results
D I1g*
,N~R !~R,k;v!52
VsN~0 !
8 S vFpT D
2Fx2,1P2Ds*~R;v8!1 12 x1,2~Px22Py2!Dd*~R;v8!G
2
Vd~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!N~0 !
16 S vFpT D
2
@x1,2~Px
22Py
2!Ds*~R;v8!1x0,3P2Dd*~R;v8!# , ~2.37!
D II*
,N~R !~R,k;v!52
VsN~0 !
2~pT !2
H @x3,02rsx4,0#Ds*~R;v8!Ds~R;v9!Ds*~R;v-!
1Fx2,12 r12 x2,2GDd*~R;v8!Dd~R;v9!Ds*~R;v-!1 12 x2,1Dd*~R;v8!Ds~R;v9!Dd*~R;v-#J
2
Vd~kˆ x
22kˆ y
2!N~0 !
4~pT !2
H x2,1Ds*~R;v8!Dd~R;v9!Ds*~R;v-!1Fx2,12 r12 x2,2GDd*~R;v8!Ds~R;v9!Ds*~R;v-!
1
3
4 x0,3Dd
*~R;v8!Dd~R;v9!Dd*~R;v-#J , ~2.38!where vF is the Fermi velocity, and xm ,m8 is a function de-
fined as
xm ,m85 (
n>0
1
~2n111rs!m~2n111r1!m8
. ~2.39!
C. Anomalous part
The anomalous part contains integrals of the products of
the retarded and advanced Green functions, and is thereforesensitive to the details of the spectrum. Following Ref. 7, we
summarize here the diagrammatic rule for the evaluation of
this part. In each diagram, the solid ~electron! lines forming
the upper part of the diagram correspond to the retarded
Green function G0(R)(p;e)5@e2jp1i/2t1#21 for those
lines with arrows to the right and to G0(R)(2p;2e)5@2e
2j2p2i/2t1#21 for those with arrows to the left. The solid
lines in the lower part of the diagram correspond to the ad-
vanced Green function G0(A)(p;e)5@e2jp2i/2t1#21 for
those lines with arrows to the left and to G0(A)(2p;2e)
5@2e2j2p1i/2t1#21 for those with arrows to the right.
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rameter D and the vertex interaction with the electromag-
netic field, respectively. The dashed line corresponds to the
impurity scattering. If the dashed line encompasses an even
number of D , a factor 1/2pt1N(0) should be assigned. If it
encompasses an odd number of D , a factor 1/2pt2N(0)
should be assigned.
As shown in Fig. 1, the staircase which is the summation
of the ladder diagrams, has a singular value. We denote it by
I(v ,k), which satisfies a ladder-type equation
I~v ,k!5
1
2pt1N~0 !
3 H 11E dpG0~R !~p;e!G0~A !~p2k;e2v!I~v ,k!J
5
1
2pt1N~0 ! H 11N~0 !
3E E djdu/2p
~e2j1i/2t1!~e2v1vFk2i/2t1! I~v ,k!J
5
1
2pt1N~0 !
3H 11N~0 !E ~2pi !du/2pv2vFk1i/t1 I~v ,k!J . ~2.40!
Under the condition vt1!1 and vFkt1!1, we obtain
I~v ,k!5
1
2pt1N~0 !
1
~2iv1Dk2!t1
, ~2.41!
where D5vF
2 t1/2 is the difussion constant for the two-
dimensional systems. In the real time and coordinate space,
I21 is proportional to the operator ]/]t2D¹2. It is impor-
tant to note that the denominator of Eq. ~2.41! can be very
small if vt1 and vFkt1 are both small. This fact makes it
necessary to sum additionally diagrams containing arbitrary
number of staircases I(v ,k), separated by parts including D
and D*. Under the assumption tsDs!1 and t1D1!1, we
need only be concerned with those diagrams of the order of
D2. These diagrams together lead to the diffusion equation
for the vertex parts G1 and G2 as shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 1. Ladder-type diagram leading to I(v ,k). The momenta
and frequencies for the solid ~electron! lines in the upper part are p
and e , and those for the solid lines in the lower part are p2k and
e2v .The kernel Q1 corresponds to the diagrams shown in Fig.
3 and is given by
Q1~R;v!5Q1~a !~R;v!1Q1~b !~R;v!1Q1~c !~R;v!
~2.42!
with
Q1~a !~R;v!52E dp
~2p!2
@G0~R !~p;e!#2G0~R !~2p;2e!
3G0~A !~p;e!D˜ v8~R,p!D˜ v*~R,p!, ~2.43!
Q1~b !~R;v!52
1
2pt2N~0 !
E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!
3G0~R !~2p;2e!G0~A !~p;e!D˜ v8~R,p!
3E dp8
~2p!2
G0~R !~p8;e!G0~R !~2p8;2e!
3G0~A !~p8;e!D˜ v*~R,p8!, ~2.44!
Q1~c !~R;v!52
1
2pt1N~0 !
E dp8
~2p!2
@G0~R !~p8;e!#2
3G0~A !~p8;e!E dp
~2p!2
@G0~R !~p;e!#2
3G0~R !~2p;2e!D˜ v8~R,p!D˜ v*~R,p!.
~2.45!
Here for simplicity of notation, the vortex renormalization
factor is included in the order parameter. For the d-wave
component, it is unrenormalized, i.e., D˜ d5Dd ; while for the
s-wave component, D˜ s5h (R ,A)Ds or Ds depends on whether
the vertex connects only retarded and only advanced Green
functions or it connects a retarded and an advanced Green
function.
FIG. 2. Impurity-averaged diagrams leading to the diffusion
equation for G1. The thick wavy lines correspond to I(v ,k) shown
in Fig. 1. The thin wavy line corresponds to the vertex interaction
with the electromagnetic field. The triangle represents the order
parameter.
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pairing states, we see that the contribution from the s-wave
and d-wave component is decoupled. Therefore, we obtain
Q1~R;v!5Q1,s~R;v!1Q1,d~R;v!
52
pit1
2N~0 !
e1i/ts
Ds~R;v8!Ds*~R;v!
2
pit1
2N~0 !
2~e1i/2t1!
Dd~R;v8!Dd*~R;v!.
~2.46!
We can find Q2 from Q1 by merely replacing all explicit
i’s by 2i’s
Q2~R;v!5
pit1
2N~0 !
e2i/ts
Ds~R;v8!Ds*~R;v!
1
pit1
2N~0 !
2~e2i/2t1!
Dd~R;v8!Dd*~R;v!. ~2.47!
The diagram shown in Fig. 4 leads to
Q3~R;v!5Q3~a !~R;v!1Q3~b !~R;v!1Q3~c !~R;v!
~2.48!
with
Q3~a !~R;v!5E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!G0~R !~2p;2e!
3G0~A !~p;e!G0~A !~2p;2e!
3D˜ v8~R,p!D˜ v*~R,p!, ~2.49!
FIG. 3. Impurity-averaged diagrams for kernel Q1 . D˜ and D˜ *
are both the vertex-renormalized order parameters in the upper part.
FIG. 4. Impurity-averaged diagrams for kernel Q3 . D˜ is the
vertex-renormalized order parameter in the upper part and D˜ * the
vertex-renormalized order parameter in the lower part.Q3~b !~R;v!5
1
2pt2N~0 !
E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!
3G0~R !~2p;2e!G0~A !~2p;2e!D˜ v8~R,p!
3E dp8
~2p!2
G0~R !~p8;e!G0~A !~p8;e!
3G0~A !~2p8;2e!D˜ v*~R,p8!, ~2.50!
Q3~c !~R;v!5
1
2pt2N~0 !
E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!
3G0~R !~2p;2e!G0~A !~p;e!D˜ v8~R,p!
3E dp8
~2p!2
G0~R !~2p8;2e!G0~A !~p8;e!
3G0~A !~2p8;2e!D˜ v*~R,p8!. ~2.51!
The algebra gives
Q3~R;v!5
2pN~0 !t1
2/ts
e21ts
22 Ds~R;v1!Ds*~R;v2!
1
2pN~0 !t1
2
2@e21~2t1!22#
Dd~R;v1!Dd*~R;v2!.
~2.52!
From the results of Q1,2,3 given by Eqs. ~2.46!, ~2.47!, and
~2.52!, it is not difficult to prove the relation
Q3~R;v!52@Q1~R;v!1Q2~R;v!# . ~2.53!
FIG. 5. Impurity-averaged diagrams leading to the anomalous
part in the TDGL equation for order parameter. G6 are given by the
type of diagrams shown in Fig. 2.
FIG. 6. Impurity-averaged diagrams leading to the anomalous
current density.
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S1~R;v!52E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!G0~R !~2p;2e!G0~A !~p;e!S tanh e2T 2tanhe2v22T DD˜ v1~R,p!Dv2* ~R,p!
5
1
2Tcosh
22 e
2TFpt1N~0 !e1i/ts Ds~R;v1!v2Ds*~R;v2!1 pt1N~0 !2~e1i/2t1! Dd~R;v1!v2Dd*~R;v2!G , ~2.54!
S2~R;v!52E dp
~2p!2
G0~R !~p;e!G0~A !~2p;2e!G0~A !~p;e!S tanh e2T 2tanhe2v12T DDv1~R,p!D˜ v2* ~R,p!
5
1
2Tcosh
22 e
2TFpt1N~0 !e2i/ts Ds~R;v1!v2Ds*~R;v2!1 pt1N~0 !2~e2i/2t1! Dd~R;v1!v2Dd*~R;v2!G , ~2.55!
and
S3~R;v!5E dp
~2p!2
S tanh e2T 2tanhe2v2T DG0~R !~p;e!G0~A !~p;e!ewv~R!
5
pit1N~0 !
2T cosh
22 e
2T ~2iv!ewv~R!. ~2.56!
Here we have approximated
tanh
e
2T 2tanh
e2v
2T '
v
2Tcosh
22 e
2T , ~2.57!
when v!T .
From the results for Q’s and S’s, we obtain the diffusion equation for G1
S ]]t 2D¹2DG152 12pt12N~0 !F S (i51
3
Si1(
i51
2
QiG1D 2Q3G2G
5
1
4Tt1
cosh22
e
2TH 2 iee21ts22 ]uDsu
2
]t
2
ie
2@e21~2t1!22#
]uDdu2
]t
22ie
]w
]t J
2
ts
21
e21ts
22S Ds ]Ds*]t 2Ds* ]Ds]t D 2 ~2t1!212@e21~2t1!22#S Dd
]Dd*
]t
2Dd*
]Dd
]t D
2H ts21
e21ts
22 uDsu
21
~2t1!21
2@e21~2t1!22#
uDdu2J ~G11G2!, ~2.58a!
where Ds ,d and w are functions of R and t. and G6 are funtions of R, t, and e .
Similarly, the diffusion equation for G2 is found to be
S ]]t 2D¹2DG25 14Tt1cosh22 e2TH iee21ts22 ]uDsu
2
]t
1
ie
2@e21~2t1!22#
]uDdu2
]t
22ie
]w
]t J 2 ts21e21ts22S Ds ]Ds*]t 2Ds* ]Ds]t D
2
~2t1!21
2@e21~2t1!22#
S Dd ]Dd*]t 2Dd* ]Dd]t D 2H ts21e21ts22 uDsu21 ~2t1!
21
2@e21~2t1!22#
uDdu2J ~G11G2!. ~2.58b!
These two diffusion equations can be rewritten as
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22~e/2T !
2Tt1 H ee21ts22 ]uDsu
2
]t
1
e
2@e21~2t1!22#
]uDdu2
]t J , ~2.59a!
S ]]t 2D¹2D ~G11G2!52 cosh
22~e/2T !
2Tt1 H ts21e21ts22S Ds ]Ds*]t 2Ds* ]Ds]t D 1 ~2t1!
21
2@e21~2t1!22#
S Dd ]Dd*]t 2Dd* ]Dd]t D 22ie ]w]t J
2H 2ts21
e21ts
22 uDsu
21
~2t1!21
e21~2t1!22
uDdu2J ~G11G2!. ~2.59b!
With the results of G6, the anomalous part represented in Fig. 5 is given by
Q5
1
4piH 2E deE dp~2p!2 V~k2p!G0~R !~2p;2e!G0~R !~p;e!G0~A !~p;e!D˜ v1* ~R,p!Gv21 ~R,e!
2E deE dp
~2p!2
V~k2p!Go~R !~2p;2e!G0~A !~p;e!D¯ v1* ~R,p!Gv2
0 ~R,e!
52
t1N~0 !
4 VsDs
*~R;v1!E deF e2its21e1ts22 Gv21 ~R,e!2e1its
21
e1ts
22 Gv2
2 ~R,e!G
2
t1N~0 !
8 Vd~k
ˆ
x
22kˆ y
2!Dd*~R;v1!E deFe2i~2t1!21e1~2t1!22 Gv2* ~R,e!2e1i~2t1!
21
e1~2t1!22
Gv2
2 ~R,e!G , ~2.60!
where Q is a function of R, v , and k.
D. TDGL equations for the order parameters
From Eqs. ~2.36!, ~2.37!, and ~2.38!, and ~2.60!, by performing the inverse Fourier transform and comparing both sides of
the gap function for kˆ -independent terms and the terms proportional to kˆ x
22kˆ y
2
, we obtain the coupled TDGL equations for the
order-parameter components:
2
1
gs
]Ds*~R,t !
]t
12Fs~R,t !Ds*~R,t !52asDs*~R,t !1S vFpT D
2F12 x2,1P2Ds*~R,t !1 14 x1,2~Px22Py2!Dd*~R,t !G
1S 1pT D
2H 2~x3,02rsx4,0!Ds*~R,t !uDs~R,t !u212S x2,12 r12 x2,2D uDd~R,t !u2Ds*~R,t !
1x2,1Dd*
2~R,t !Ds~R,t !J , ~2.61!
2
1
gd
]Dd*~R,t !
]t
12Fd~R,t !Dd*~R,t !5adDd*~R,t !1S vF2pT D
2
@x0,3P
2Dd*~R,t !1x1,2~Px
22Py
2!Ds*~R,t !#
1S 1pT D
2H S 34 x0,3Dd*~R,t !uDd~R,t !u212S x2,12 r12 x2,2D uDs~R,t !u2Dd*~R,t !
1x2,1Ds*
2~R,t !Dd~R,t !J . ~2.62!
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gs
215
1
2pT c8S 12 1 rs2 D , ~2.63!
and
gd
215
1
4pT c8S 12 1r12 D . ~2.64!
Two quantities Fs ,d are given by
Fs~R,t !52
it1
4 E deF e2its21e21ts22 G1~R,t ,e!
2
e1its
21
e21ts
22 G
2~R,t ,e!G , ~2.65!
Fd~R,t !52
it1
8 E deF e2i~2t1!21e21~2t1!22 G1~R,t ,e!
2
e1i~2t1!21
e21~2t1!22
G2~R,t ,e!G . ~2.66!
Finally, the parameters as and ad are given by
as52F lnTcs0T 1cS 12 D2cS 12 1 rs2 D G , ~2.67!and
ad52F lnTcd0T 1cS 12 D2cS 12 1 r12 D G . ~2.68!
Tcs0 and Tcd0 are the critical temperatures of a clean super-
conductor, which are determined by
N~0 !Vsln~2egvD /pTcs0!51, ~2.69!
and
@N~0 !Vd/2#ln~2egvD /pTcd0!51, ~2.70!
with g the Euler constant and vD the cutoff frequency. In the
presence of impurity scatterings, two transition temperatures
are determined by the conditions as(Tcs)50 and ad(Tcd)
50. It is very clear that the transition temperature Tcs for the
s-wave order parameter can only be affected by the magnetic
impurity scattering while the transition temperature for the
d-wave order parameter is dominantly affected by the non-
magnetic scattering. The critical temperature of the super-
conductor is defined by Tc5max$Tcs ,Tcd%. We estimate that
as long as the d-channel interaction Vd is larger than about
three times the s-channel interaction Vs , the pure d-wave
state is stable in the bulk systems without perturbations. The
phase diagram of such a system in the absence of external
fields and impurities has been previously studied in Ref. 18.
By introducing a formal free-energy densityf ~R,t !52asuDs~R,t !u21aduDd~R,t !u21S vFpT D
2H 12 x2,1uPDs*~R,t !u21 14 x0,3uPDd*~R,t !u2
1
1
4 x1,2@Px
*Ds~R,t !PxDd*~R,t !2Py*Ds~R,t !PyDd*~R,t !1c.c.#J 1S 1pT D 2H ~x3,02rsx4,0!uDs~R,t !u4
1
3
8S x0,32 2r13 x0,4D uDd~R,t !u41~2x2,12r1x2,2!uDd~R,t !u2uDs~R,t !u21 12 x2,1@Dd*2~R,t !Ds2~R,t !
1Ds*
2~R,t !Dd
2~R,t !#J ~2.71!
the TDGL equations ~2.61! and ~2.62! can be written in a compact way
2
1
gs
]Ds*~R,t !
]t
12Fs~R,t !Ds*~R,t !5
d f ~R,t !
dDs
, ~2.72a!
2
1
gd
]Dd*~R,t !
]t
12Fd~R,t !Dd*~R,t !5
d f ~R,t !
dDd
. ~2.72b!
III. TIME-DEPENDENT CURRENT AND CHARGE DENSITY
A. Current density
The expression for current in ‘‘imaginary’’ frequency space is given as
J~x,t!52
e
mi ~¹x2¹x8!^dG~xt;x8t
01!&ux8!x2
2e2
m
A~x,t!^dG~xt;xt01!&, ~3.1!
where ^dGab&5^Gab2Gab
0 &5^dG&dab with Gab defined by Eq. ~2.10! and the factor 2 arises from the spin sum. Using the
similar technique for the gap function, we can divide the current into the normal and anomalous parts, that is,
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The normal part is given by
JvN~R!5S eTmi D (en>0 E dR8dr8dR9dr9@e2i~R82R!P*1~r82r!¹rDv1~R,r!#@ei~R92R!P1~r92r!¹rDv2* ~R,r!#
3G0~R !~R92r9/2,R82r8/2;2en!¹r$G0~R !~R1r/2,R81r8/2;en!G0~R !~R92r9/2,R82r8/2;en!%r!0
2S eT
mi D (en<0 E dR8dr8dR9dr9@e2i~R82R!P*1~r82r!¹rDv1~R,r!#@ei~R92R!P1~r92r!¹rDv2* ~R,r!#
3G0~A !~R92r9/2,R82r8/2;2en!¹r$G0~A !~R1r/2,R81r8/2;en!G0~A !~R92r9/2,R82r8/2;en!%r!0 . ~3.3!
The computation of this part is the same as the static case15,16 and we give as a result
JvN~R!5
eEFN~0 !
m~pT !2
H 12 x2,1Ds*(R;v2)P*Ds(R;v1)1 14 x0,3Dd*(R;v2)P*Dd~R;v1!1 14 x1,2[Ds*(R;v2)Px*Dd(R;v1)
1Dd*(R;v2)Px*Ds~R;v1!]ex2[Ds*~R;v2!Py*Dd~R;v1!1Dd*~R;v2!Py*Ds~R;v1!]eyJ 1c.c. ~3.4!
Here ex ,y is the unit vector along the x(y) direction.
The anomalous part is represented by the diagram shown in Fig. 6. The contribution from the first term is
JvA ,1~R!52S 2emi D 14piE deS tanh e2T 2tanhe2v2T D E dx9F2ewv~x9!1 em Av~x9!px9G
3¹r@G0~R !~R1r/2,x9;e!G0~A !~x9,R2r/2;e!#r!0
'2S 2e
mi D 14piE deS tanh e2T 2tanhe2v2T D E dx9E dp1dp2~2p!4 G0~R !~p1 ;e!
3G0~A !~p2 ;e!F2ewv~x9!1 em Av~x9!p2G¹r@eip1~R1r/22x9!eip2~x92R1r/2!#r!0
52S 2e
mi D 14piE deS tanh e2T 2tanhe2v2T D E dx9E dp~2p!2 G0~R !~p;e!
3G0~A !~p;e!pF2ewv~R!1 em Av~R!pG
52s@2ivAv~R!# , ~3.5!
where s5N(0)e2vF2 t152N(0)e2D is the normal-state conductivity. Here we have used the integral
E de 12Tcosh22 e2T 52. ~3.6!
Similarly, the contribution of the second term is given by
JvA ,2~R!52S 2emi D 14piE deE dx9@2Gv1~R,e!#¹r@G0~R !~R1r/2,x9;e!G0~A !~x9,R2r/2;e!#r!0
52
st1
2ie ¹E deGv1~R,e!
52
st1
4ie ¹E de@Gv1~R,e!1Gv2~R,e!# . ~3.7!
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J~R,t !5Jn~R,t !1Js~R,t !. ~3.8!
Here the normal-state current is given by
Jn~R,t !52sF¹w˜ ~R,t !1 ]A~R,t !]t G , ~3.9!
where
w˜ ~R,t !5
t1
4ieE de@G1~R,t ,e!1G2~R,t ,e!# ~3.10!
can be considered as the effective electrochemical potential for quasiparticles. The supercurrent is given by
Js~R,t !5
eEFN~0 !
m~pT !2
H 12 x2,1Ds*~R,t !P*Ds~R,t !1 14 x0,3Dd*~R,t !P*Dd~R,t !1 14 x1,2@Ds*~R,t !Px*Dd~R,t !
1Dd*~R,t !Px*Ds~R,t !#ex2@Ds*~R,t !Py*Dd~R,t !1Dd*~R,t !Py*Ds~R,t !#eyJ 1c.c.
52
N~0 !
4
d f ~R,t !
dA . ~3.11!
B. Charge density
The charge density in the ‘‘imaginary’’ time space is defined by
r~x,t!522e^G~xt ,xt10!&. ~3.12!
After the analytical continuation, we have
rv~x!522eT(
e
Ge ,e2v~x,x!5rv
N~R!1rv
A~R!, ~3.13!
with
rv
N~R!5~22e !
1
4piE de tanh e2TE dx1@2ewv~x1!#[G0~R !~x,x1 ;e1v!G0~R !~x1 ,x;e!2G0~A !~x,x1 ;e!G0~A !~x1 ,x;e2v!]
5~22e !TH (
en>0
E dp
~2p!2
@G0~R !~p,en!#22 (
en<0
E dp
~2p!2
@G0~A !~p,en!#2J
52e2N~0 !wv~R!E djH FP 1ipj 1d~j!G1F2P 1ipj 1d~j!G J
522N~0 !e2wv~R!, ~3.14!
and
rv
A~R!52S e
mi D 14piE deS tanh e2T 2tanhe2v2T D E dx9@2ewv~x9!1eAv~x9!px9#
3@G0~R !~R1r/2,x9;e!G0~A !~x9,R2r/2;e!#r!0
5~22e !
1
4piE de@2Gv1~R,e!#E dp~2p!2 G0~R !~p,e!G0~A !~p,e!
52
iN~0 !et1
2 E de@Gv1~R,e!1Gv2~R,e!#
52e2N~0 !w˜ v~R!. ~3.15!
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sity in real time space
r~R,t !52e2N~0 !@w˜ ~R,t !2w~R,t !# . ~3.16!
From Eqs. ~3.8!, ~3.16!, and ~2.59! follows the continuity
equation ¹J1]r/]t50.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY
Combined with the Maxwell equations, which couple A
and w with J and r , Eqs. ~2.72!, ~3.8!, ~3.16!, together with
Eqs. ~2.59! constitute a complete set of coupled time-
dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations, which are our main
results. Several features of the above results deserve special
attention: It is well known that depairing of s-wave super-
conductors are due only to magnetic impurities. However,
nonmagnetic impurities can have direct depairing effects on
unconventional d-wave pairing state. Similarly, the relax-
ation of the s-wave order parameter is influenced only by
magnetic impurities. Therefore, the magnetic impurities as
pair breakers are essential in the derivation of the corre-
sponding TDGL equations for conventional s-wave
superconductors.7 However, nonmagnetic impurities acting
as depairing centers can directly affect the relaxation of the
d-wave order parameter. Interestingly, for a mixed d- and
s-wave symmetry superconductor with a high concentration
of magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities such that t1Tc!1
and tsTc!1, we have gd
21't1 , gs
21'ts . In this limit,
the TDGL equations for the order parameters, Eqs. ~2.72a!
and ~2.72b!, become
2tsF ]]t 12iew˜ ~R,t !GDs*~R,t !5 d f ~R,t !dDs , ~4.1!
2t1F ]]t 12iew˜ ~R,t !GDd*~R,t !5 d f ~R,t !dDd , ~4.2!
where the coefficients as , ad , and xm ,n can also be simpli-
fied, but are not explicitly given here.
These set of TDGL equations valid under the strong gap-
lessness conditions are similar in form to that postulated
phenomenologically5 except that the relaxation parameters
obtained here are gs (5ts21) and gd (5t121) and the usual
scalar potential w is replaced by the electrochemical poten-
tial w˜ . Therefore, the phenomenological TDGL equations are
at most valid when the superconductor is very dirty with also
a high concentration of magnetic impurities. If the supercon-
ductor is doped only with high density of nonmagnetic im-
purities (ts@t1), the TDGL equation ~2.72b! for d-wave
component is reduced to Eq. ~4.2!, while the relaxation pa-
rameter involved in the equation for s-wave component be-
comes gs
21'p/4Tc . In this case, gs!gd and the TDGL
equations for both components are quite asymmetric. Of par-
ticular interest, if Tcs,T,Tcd , due to a mixed gradient cou-
pling of the s- and d-wave components, the s-wave orderparameter with four-lobe structure is induced near the d-
wave vortex core, and the overall structure of an individual
vortex is fourfold symmetric. Numerical simulation,5 where
the same relaxation rate (gs5gd5g) was assumed for two
components, showed an intrinsic contribution to the Hall
angle caused by the lack of complete rotational symmetry in
d-wave superconductivity. In the case ts@t1 , we could have
gs!gd and the d-wave order parameter relaxes much faster
than the s-wave component. Under this condition we expect
that the s-wave component will not be able to follow the
motion of the d-wave vortex and novel phenomenon may
appear in the flux dynamics. Even when t1Tc and tsTc are
both small, the condition gd5gs used in Ref. 5 would
require the assumption that the non-spin-flip interaction
U150, which as judged from the studies on conventional
s-wave superconductors,7 may well be not justifiable.
In summary, we have derived the TDGL equations for
superconductors with mixed d-wave and s-wave symmetry
assuming a weak gapless condition for both types of order
parameters. From this derivation, the unknown coefficients
for the TDGL equations postulated phenomenologically have
been ascertained. This set of TDGL equations can be used as
the starting point for the study of the vortex dynamics in
superconductors with the mixed d- and s-wave symmetry, or
even extended to study other transport coefficients. In par-
ticular, the issue of how the dynamic properties of vortices
are influenced by the admixture of an induced s-wave com-
ponent with the dominant d-wave component of the order
parameter as well as their different responses to the impurity
scatterings can be studied systematically. The TDGL equa-
tions for d-wave superconductors with on-site s-wave repul-
sive interaction can be similarly obtained by using the Pade´
approximation,4 and we find that the main conclusion of the
present paper still remains unchanged. This result together
with a detailed derivation will be presented elsewhere. Fi-
nally, we remark that the present derivation has not included
the effects of electron-electron ~actually hole-hole!, electron-
phonon, and electron-‘‘any magnetic excitation’’ scatterings,
which might be more important in high-Tc superconductors
than in conventional low-Tc superconductors. Whereas such
inelastic scatterings are far from being easy to incorporate
within the present framework, we think that their dominant
qualitative and perhaps semiquantitative effects can be taken
into account phenomenologically by adding a term 1/tE to
the diffusion operator ]/]t2D¹2, where tE stands for an
inelastic relaxation time ~assuming that the weak gaplessness
conditions are still satisfied!. Consistent with such an ap-
proach one should regard t1 and ts as effective, including
also some effects of the inelastic scatterings.
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